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1967-1969 Bell Crank Ball Stud Engine Side Spacer (big Replacement clutch bell crank ball stud engine side spacer for DDICMB2426
block)
1967-69 Mopar A-Body models equipped with a manual
transmission and a big block engine. Each ball stud is
manufactured in steel and then zinc plated, offering both an
authentic appearance and corrosion resistance.

63.59

1967-1969 Bell Crank/Z-Bar (big block)

Replacement clutch bell crank, also known as a "Z-bar". DDICMA2296
Designed and manufactured to factory specifications, this
bellcrank will replace the original exactly.Applications:1963-69
Mopar A-Body vehicles with big block V8

137.79

block,aluminum Replacement clutch bell crank, also known as a "Z-bar". DDICMA2297
Designed and manufactured to factory specifications, this Z-bar
will replace the original exactly.Applications:1963-69 Mopar
A-Body vehicles with small block V8 and aluminum bellhousing.

137.79
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1967-1969 Flywheel Cover

Reproduction flywheel inspection covers for 1960-74 models. DDICMD2577
Available in steel or ABS plastic, these are manufactured to
original specifications and will replace the original cover exactly.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

84.79

1967-1971 Bell Crank Ball Stud (engine side)

Replacement clutch bell crank ball stud (engine side) for 1967-71 DDICMA2292
Mopar A-Body models equipped with a manual transmission.
Each ball stud is manufactured in steel and then zinc plated,
offering both an authentic appearance and corrosion resistance.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

127.19

1967-1974 Clutch Fork Boot

Reproduction clutch fork boot for all 1964-74 Mopar A, B and DDICMD2529
E-Body models. Mounts on the side of the beelhousing around
the clutch release lever. Designed and manufactured for an
authentic appearance, fit and function, this boot is produced with
the correct flange. For use with 4-Speed and column-shift
3-speed manual transmission-equipped 64-74 Mopar vehicles.

47.69

1967-1974 Firewall Clutch Boot

Replacement firewall clutch boot for 1967-74 Mopar A, B and DDICMD2514
E-Body models. This boot seals the hole in the firewall where the
clutch pedal push rod passes through the firewall to connect to
the clutch countershaft.

7.41
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1967-1974 Manual Transmission Clutch Pilot Bushing

Clutch pilot bushings fit on the input shaft of manual DDICMN2187
transmissions and can cause hard shifting and increased
transmission wear when worn out. When changing your clutch,
use one of these new bronze pilot bushing for best results

18.01

1967-1974 Manual Transmission Rebuild Set (A-833)

Rebuild set for all Chrysler A-833 transmissions. Well put DDICMN2374
together and comprehensive. Includes large and small bearings,
so if your transmission needs one or the other or both types it will
be covered. Also includes gaskets, seals, stock synchro rings
and all of the small items needed to rebuild your transmission.

434.59

1967-1976 Bell Crank Ball Stud Kit (frame side)

Reproduction clutch bell crank ball stud (frame side) for 1965-76 DDICMD7076
Mopar A, B and E-Body models equipped with a manual
transmission. Each reproduction ball stud is manufactured in
steel and then zinc plated, offering both an authentic appearance
and corrosion resistance.

31.79

1967-1976 Bell Crank Ball Stud Nylon Bearings - PR

Replacement clutch linkage bell crank ball stud nylon bearing for DDICMD2517
1962-76 Mopar A, B and E-Body vehicles with manual
transmissions. Designed using factory specifications to replace
the original exactly. 2 pairs required per vehicle.

8.47

1967-1976 Bell Crank Ball Stud Rubber Seal

Replacement clutch linkage bell crank ball stud rubber seal for DDICMD2518
1962-76 Mopar A, B and E-Body vehicles with manual
transmissions. Designed using factory specifications to replace
the original exactly. 2 required per vehicle.

10.59

1967-1976 Bell Crank Bearing Retaining Wire

Replacement clutch linkage bell crank bearing retaining wire for DDICMD2519
1962-76 Mopar A, B and E-Body vehicles with manual
transmissions. Designed using factory specifications to replace
the original exactly.

15.89

1967-1976 Bell Crank Linkage Spring Clip

Replacement clutch linkage bell crank linkage spring clip for DDICMD7078
1962-76 Mopar A, B and E-Body vehicles with manual
transmissions. Designed using factory specifications to replace
the original exactly. 3 required per vehicle.

5.29

1967-1976 Bell Crank Nylon Wear Washer

Replacement clutch linkage bell crank nylon wear washer for DDICMD2523
1962-76 Mopar A, B and E-Body vehicles with manual
transmissions. Designed using factory specifications to replace
the original exactly.

4.23

1967-1976 Clutch Adjusting Rod

Replacement clutch adjusting rod for 1967-76 Mopar A-Body DDICMA2328
vehicles. This rod connects the clutch fork to the linkage and is
threaded to allow for adjustment. each clutch adjusting rod is
manufactured using high-strength, heat-treated alloy steel and is
zinc plated as original for an authentic appearance. Measures
7.5" in length.

52.99
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1967-1976 Clutch Rod Service Kit (small block)

Get your clutch back into good working order by servicing your DDICMA2329
clutch adjusting rod. This kit provides everything needed to
service the clutch adjusting rod properly. Each kit includes:Clutch
Adjusting RodSpecial Clutch Adj. Rod Lock NutClutch Fork
Return SpringNylon Wear WasherReturn Spring RetainerConical
WasherClutch Fork Insulator

79.49

1967-1976 OEM Flywheel (exc 360ci)

Original Mopar flywheel for various applications which utilize a DDICMD2538
10.5" or 10.95" clutch disc.Applications:1964-69 Mopar 273
CID1967-76 Mopar 318 CID1968-72 Mopar 340 CID w/ Steel
Crank ONLY1964-67 Mopar 361 CID1964-71 Mopar 383 CID w/
Steel Crank ONLY1970-71 Mopar 383 CID HP w/ Steel Crank
ONLY1962 Mopar 400 CID HP w/ Steel Crank ONLY1964-65
Mopar 413 CID w/ Steel Crank ONLY1964-66 Mopar 426 CID
WEDGE Engine w/ Steel Crank ONLY1966-72 Mopar 440 CID w/
Steel Crank ONLYExcept 360ci

734.57

1968-1971 Clutch Linkage Service Kit

Complete kit to restore the clutch shaft linkage, which runs from DDICMA2330
the clutch pedal to the clutch fork on rear-wheel-drive
transmissions.Each
kit
contains:Nylon
BearingsSnap
RingsSealsWashersLock SpringsPivot Ball StudsInstructions

105.99

1970-1976 Bell Crank/Z-Bar (small block,L6)

Replacement clutch bell crank, also known as a "Z-bar". DDICMA2298
Designed and manufactured to factory specifications, this Z-bar
will replace the original exactly.Applications:1970-76 Mopar
A-Body vehicles with small block V8 or L6engine

137.79

1971-1976 OEM Flywheel (360ci)

Original Chrysler flywheel for various applications with a 10.5" or DDICMN2387
10.95" clutch.

585.11

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Dart/Demon parts and has been serving you for over 25 years.
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794
Our Mailing Address:
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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